
Econ 102 Midterm #2 Fall 2017

Smitka sections – cold test! – Due November 6th

Please take no more than 2 hours. Due by 5 pm on Monday – bring to class or drop off at my office.

Answer MY question. I point you in a direction compatible with a short answer. 

Use JARGON when appropriate. 

1. Congress passes a big tax cut, with a cumulative impact over the next decade of $1.6 trillion.
• What does this do to interest rates? 

‒ direct: Increases government borrowing which raises interest rates
‒ indirect: raises GDP as C ↑ thence multiplier likewise raising demand for funds

• Why does that matter?
‒ Hits (i) I investment ↓ [especially housing] 
‒ Hits (ii) exchange rates, dollar stronger / appreciates  hence (X-M) ↓ 

◦ net effect is potentially to offset some or all of the benefits of the tax cut but we 
have yet to focus on crowding out

2. War breaks out with the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, and container ships can no longer 
get insurance to sail to northeast Asia. Air freight of semiconductors from South Korea stops, too. 
Without crucial components, factories across the automotive industry shut down 2 weeks later.

‒ this is the stagflation story
• What curve shifts in our basic model?

‒ AS shifts left
• How does that affect inflation?

‒ π ↑ (and Y ↓ hence employment down).
3. Congress wrote the tax formula for Social Security decades ago at a fixed 12.4% of wages. So while 

population aging was predictable, the program is no longer collecting enough taxes to cover pension 
outflows. Hence in 2022, under the new Mark Warner Administration – yet one more president from 
Virginia – Congress makes “minor” changes to the program to “enhance” revenue.

• Trace the impact on the economy, assuming a net magnitude of $150 billion.
‒ higher taxes on income reduce C consumption -$150 billion
‒ factor in the multiplier and GDP drops by about 2x that or -$300 billion

◦ with GDP = $20 trillion that’s -1.5%.
◦ if GDP is rising by 3% (the most recent rate) that cuts growth in half

• Explain the logic of your story.
‒ the multiplier kicks in because the initial decrease in C leads to fewer jobs and lower 

income. that feeds back in and causes additional job losses, muted however because 
imports fall and overall tax receipts decline and the amount saved also fall [the 
denominator in our multiplier formula]. the net effect in our simple model is to double 
the initial impact

4. Exogenous versus Endogenous. 
• What is the distinction, and why does it matter?
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‒ in macroeconomics everything affects everything else, so potentially most if not all 
variables are endogenous, changes in C affect Y which in turn affects C.

‒ to keep things simple we we treat TR, I, G, and X as exogenous, determined by factors 
outside the model. we treat “C” consumption and “M” imports as endogenous. (by the 
end of the term we will make “i” interest rates endogenous albeit only informally)

• We normally simplify by treating G, τ and TR as exogenous. Explain how modest exceptions – 
endogenous aspects of these – help stabilize the economy.
‒ automatic stabilizer.
‒ we normally assume these 3 variables (G, τ and TR) are constants / exogenous. however, 

in a recession U ↑ so unemployment insurance (TR) rises while many businesses will 
lose money and pay no tax making (τ) partially endogenous, that is, TR ↑ and τ ↓. 
◦ the automatic stabilizer is the endogenous portion of these terms [and anything 

else that reacts opposite to the business cycle]. 
◦ the sheer magnitude of TR also exerts a stabilizing influence, as it means the 

endogenous and/or volatile portions of GDP are smaller. the rise of healthcare as a 
share of our economy has a similar impact. the Great Recession would have been 
much worse if manufacturing had been a bigger share of employment.

5. What are the strengths and weaknesses of fiscal policy as a tool for smoothing the ups and downs of 
the economy?

‒ the government can directly hire people via changes in G, and change income directly 
via changes in τ and TR via FP. [other tools, MP monetary policy, are indirect]

‒ however only the Federal government engages in FP, and it normally takes a long while 
to get legislation through Congress and actually hire workers. that takes 18 months.

‒ but data reflect what happened 3 months ago, and by the time that we’re clearly in a 
boom (or recession) and Congress acts, we may already be out of the boom and policies 
to slow the economy will be what we don’t want!
◦ FYI: there were many signs of a slowing economy by summer 2007 but the larger 

job losses weren’t obvious until summer 2008, when economists began to suspect 
it would be long and deep. that became fully apparent only in September. the 
stimulus bill didn’t get signed into law until Feb 2009, two years into the 
recession.

6. Investment is volatile.
• Doesn’t the use of net present value in corporate planning make business fixed investment a 

predictable function of macroeconomic variables?
‒ NPV relies upon expectations of future profits. those can change a lot, and quickly, and 

are correlated – if many companies speak pessimistically of the future, others take heed 
and become more cautious. all make “I” volatile.

• What components of investment “I” do change in a predictable manner, and why?
‒ housing is more predictable, tied to (mortgage) interest rates more than expectations
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7. Why save?
• What does that do to consumption?

‒ our life-cycle model assumes we smooth consumption, including saving for retirement. 
smoothing means we save more in flush times and less in recessions. 
◦ we also save to smooth short-term cash flow, to handle lumpy expenditures and 

out of precaution.
◦ borrowing money is negative savings
◦ cash-flow-constrained households spend more in flush times, but keep paying 

their car loan in bad times. measures of their savings are opposite those predicted 
by the life-cycle model

• Why does that matter in macroeconomics?
‒ savings makes consumption much smoother than investment. however, expenditures on 

durable goods (cars) behave like housing in that they both volatile and sensitive to 
interest rates.

8. Sticky prices, sticky wages: so what?
‒ sticky wages are why AS aggregate supply slopes up. across the US economy as a 

whole, wages are the biggest cost of production, but adjust slowly to inflation. so when 
prices are high, profits increase and firms try to produce more.
◦ in our FRED data the flexible price component did bounce around a lot, the sticky 

price component was very stable. those metrics were constructed by creating a list 
of goods & services to put into those two categories on the basis of historic 
volatility. looking at “core” inflation, which excludes food and energy, likewise 
provides a smoother price series.
➢ for those in INTR 202 or Econ 203, the correlation between changes in the 

food & price CPI and the overall CPI are low. how about between 
“flexible” prices and overall CPI? it’s a meaningful question, the data are 
easy to get, and it requires thinking about the question, e.g., you likely want 
to “lag” your independent variable(s).

‒ that process has limits, as reflected in the vertical LRAS long run aggregate supply 
curve. [we’ll use a curve with varying slope later in the term, to have fewer moving parts 
in our model]


